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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which NetScaler mode is commonly referred to as 'inline mode'?
A. MAC-based Forwarding
B. One-Arm Mode
C. Use Source IP (USIP)
D. Two-Arm Mode
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
For which of these content object launch methods should you
always select the "Mark this object
complete when launched" checkbox?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. SCORM 12
B. Browser
C. Document Type
D. AICC

Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company needs a simple authenticate solution for guests. The
HP Comware access layer switches will implement portal
authentication (or Web-Auth). The network administrator wants
the switch to host the login web page on an IP address that not
used for any other purpose.
What should the administrator do to accomplish this goal?
A. Set the IP address when defining the local portal server,
and the switch automatically begins using that address.
B. Set the IP address when defining the local portal server,
and create a loopback interface for the address
C. Create a layer 3 interface for the guest VLAN and assign the
desired IP address. Activate local portal authentication on
this interface.
D. Create RADIUS scheme that specifies this IP address for the
authentication server. Select this scheme for portal
authentication in the default domain
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
* Enable portal server on Onboarding VLAN Interface, this will
activate the default Portal ACL (deny all, redirect tcp port 80
to TCP-Cheat)
[comware5]interface Vlan-interface 21
[comware5-Vlan-interface21]portal server uam method layer3
[comware5-Vlan-interface21]quit
[comware5]
* how the Portal redirect works. These are the basic steps:
1. Admin enables Portal authentication on the Onboarding VLAN
L3 Interface, this will effectively block all traffic (default
portal ACL)
2. User connects and "should" get an address through DHCP/DHCP
Relay.
3. User opens browser, tries to access http://www.hp.com
4. User Device will send dns request for http://www.hp.com (to
DNS IP Provided by DHCP server)
5. DNS "should" respond with public IP of http://www.hp.com
(default Portal ACL will block this by default!) Reference:
Comware Portal Redirect for BYOD use
http://abouthpnetworking.com/2014/01/30/comware-portal-redirect
-for-byod-use/

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. AWS Cloudformation
B. AWS Cloudfront
C. AWS Elastic Beanstalk

D. AWS DevOps
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
AWS CloudFormation is an application management tool which
provides application modelling, deployment, configuration,
management and related activities. CloudFormation provides an
easy way to create and delete the collection of related AWS
resources and provision them in an orderly way. AWS
CloudFormation automates and simplifies the task of repeatedly
and predictably creating groups of related resources that power
the user's applications. AWS CloudFront is a CDN; Elastic
Beanstalk does quite a few of the required tasks.
However, it is a PAAS which uses a ready AMI. AWS Elastic
Beanstalk provides an environment to easily develop and run
applications in the cloud.
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